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Abstract
Functionality and  non-functional properties are two 
critical factors in web service technology, but non­
functional properties (quality factors) are often ignored. 
Usually, these are articulated as statements o f  objectives, 
as opposed to prepositional assertions. A  key challenge in 
dealing with objectives is that there is no obvious means 
to decide when they are satisfied. In  effect, these objec­
tives are never fu lly  satisfied, but satisficed to varying 
degrees. Alternative design decisions need to trade-off 
varying degrees o f  satisfaction o f  potentially mutually 
contradictory non-functional requirements. In  some cir­
cumstances, non-Junctional properties are crucial; they 
do affect the design decision. Upon a request, there are a  
range o f  web services that m ight provide the required 
functionality, so the web service selection can only be 
done based on their Quality o f  Service (QoS). Therefore, 
a quality-based web service model is in high demand. The 
key contribution o f  this paper is the use o f  the hierarchi­
cal constraint logic programming fram ew ork [9, 10] in 
dealing with quality factors. We show how quality factors  
can be form ulated as soft constraints and  how the ma­
chinery associated with constraint hierarchies can be 
used to evaluate the web services.
1 Introduction
W eb services are self-describing software applications 
that can be advertised, located, and used across the Inter­
net using a set o f  standards such as SOAP, WSDL [13], 
and UDDI [16]. W eb services are built in a distributed 
environment o f Internet, including sets o f  platform inde­
pendent software components. W eb services are regarded 
as a fairly new and promising technology. They have 
many prominent advantages over traditional World Wide 
W eb services. However, although they have generated a 
lot o f  interest and are becoming increasingly popular, 
there are some factors that affect their adoption rate men­
tioned in [15], One o f  die issues is the quality o f  web 
services. Quality o f  service (QoS) [4] is a  combination o f 
several qualities or properties o f  a service: such as capa­
bility, performance, reliability, integrity, security, and so 
on. A t the present time, UDDI based look ups for web 
services are based on the functional aspects o f  the desired 
Web services without caring about the quality o f  the ser­
vice. B ut quality o f  a service is extremely important. 
Upon the request o f  a  web service, there are a range o f
web services that might provide the required functionality. 
Under these circumstances, the web service selection can 
only be done based on  their Quality o f  Service (QoS). 
Therefore, a  quality-based web service m odel is in high 
demand.
Quality factors o f  web services can be specified as the 
quality constraints about the functionality o f  those web 
services, and some o f  those constraints can be quantita­
tively expressed. Given requirements o f  a  web service, 
functional ones and non-functional ones, as far as non­
functional requirements are concerned, the user usually 
states not only the quality demanded b ut also their prefer­
ence. Therefore, quality factors and the preference level 
cannot be considered separately.
The key contribution o f  this paper is the  use o f  the hi­
erarchical constraint logic programming framework [9, 
10] in dealing with quality factors. Constraint logic pro­
gramming was developed to extend the ability o f  tradi­
tional logic programming to deal with knowledge (facts 
and rules) expressed as Horn clauses w ith specially des­
ignated constraint predicates. The resulting systems were 
more efficient than standard logic program ming systems 
because o f  their ability to use special-purpose constraint 
solvers, which, in effect, understood the “m eaning” o f  the 
constraint predicates, and dealt with them  in m ore effi­
cient ways than the resolution p roof procedure that most 
logic programming systems relied on. Constraint logic 
programming also offered better expressivity. Hierarchi­
cal constraint logic programming (HCLP) was developed 
to deal with the fact that many o f  the constraints articu­
lated by users in real-life problems are so ft constraints,
i.e., these were constraints that one would ideally seek to 
satisfy, but which could be violated (or satisfied to a 
lesser degree) i f  absolutely necessary. Soft constraints 
typically have varying degrees o f  priority, hence the 
HCLP framework permits the specification o f  constraint 
hierarchies, i.e., sets o f  soft constraints labelled with 
varying degrees o f  priority. This property can be used to 
express the preference o f  web service requestor effi­
ciently. Our larger project seeks to deploy the full capa­
bility o f  the HCLP framework in dealing with quality 
factors. In the current paper, for the sake o f  brevity, we 
only focus on the constraint hierarchy component o f  
framework. Our focus is on showing how  quality factors 
can be formulated as soft constraints and how the ma­
chinery associated with constraint hierarchies can be used 
to evaluate the web services in our proposed model. Also, 
we apply this model to web service selection and web
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service composition to illustrate how this model works on 
these two applications.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we 
give a brief introduction to QoS and constraint hierarchy 
and also give the details o f  our model QoSCH. In Section 
3 we apply our model for selection and branch and 
bound composition o f  web service. Finally, we discuss 
related work in Section 4  and conclude in Section 5.
2 Quality of Services (QoS) and Constraint 
Hierarchy (CH)
Different web services have different demands for QoS 
and the priorities o f each quality factor are also change­
able. Therefore, a quality-based web service model that 
satisfies these two aspects is needed. Our proposed model 
QoSCH integrates the hierarchical constraint hierarchies 
into QoS attributes. In the following three subsections, 
we give a  brief review o f  QoS and constraint hierarchies 
and then details o f  the QoSCH model.




Security probability of detecting attack, percentage 
of services available under denial-of ser­
vices attack; extent to which services dam­
aged and/or legitimate access denied
Performance responsetime,latency,throughput, execution 
duration/time
Availability time interval when the system must be 
available, available time, time interval in 
which system can be in degraded mode, 
repair time, task time, number of problems 
solved
Cost cost in terms of elements af- 
fected,effort,money; execution price
Accuracy number of error ,rate of foil or successful 
operations to total operation, amount of 
time/data lost
Usability use system efficiently, minimize impact of 
errors
Reliability Mean time between failure, Mean time to 
failure. Mean time to Transaction
2.1 QoS
Requirements consist o f  functional requirements and non­
functional requirements [3] (quality factors). NFR can be 
specified as a  constraint expressed on the functional re­
quirements o f  a  system. As all requirements can be speci­
fied in measurable terms, but for NFRs, there are no 
measurable ways to determine when it is met. No solution 
can be said to optimally achieve certain NFR. A key chal­
lenge in dealing with NFRs is articulating them in terms 
o f  metrics, on which one could then apply thresholds or 
seek to maximize or minimize. In Table 1, we list possi­
ble measures for some NFRs, along the lines o f  the pro­
posal in [1]. Those possible metrics would permit us to 
formulate constraint-style representations o f NFRs. In 
this table, w e only list part o f  those attributes that are
easy to  be specified using numbers, while there are still 
other attributes that are difficult to be expressed in ex­
plicit numeric ways, for instance, confidentiality, port­
ability, etc. We believe that quantitative m etrics for these 
can also be developed in the future, adding strength to our 
proposal.
2.2 Constraint Hierarchy
Constraint hierarchies (CHs) belong to traditional 
frameworks for the handling o f  over-constrained prob­
lems. They allow us to express hard constraints which 
have to be satisfied and several preference levels o f  soft 
constraints which violations are minimized level by level 
subsequently [5]. To introduce the constraint hierarchies, 
we w ill use the definition o f  constraint hierarchies in [10].
A  constraint hierarchy is a  finite set o f  labeled con­
straints. A  labeled constraint is a constraint labeled with 
a strength, written Ic where c  is a  constraint and / is a 
strength, h i this paper, we use the definition o f  strength 
and constraint with a strength o f  [6] which uses an integer 
k  £ / ,  /  is a  constraint positive integer) as strength 
o f  a  constraint instead o f using symbols such as required, 
strong, medium and weak as the strength as in [10]. 
Given a constraint hierarchy H, Ho is a  vector o f  required 
constraints in H, in some arbitrary order, with their labels 
removed. Similarly, Ht is a  vector o f  strongest non­
required constraints in H up to the weakest level Hn, 
where n  is a number o f non-required levels in the hierar­
chy H. A  valuation for a set o f  constraints is a  function 
that maps free variables in the constraints to elements in 
domain D  over which the constraints are defined. A solu­
tion to a constraint hierarchy is such a set o f  valuations 
for the free variables in the hierarchy that any valuation 
in the solution set satisfies a t least the  required constraints. 
An error function e(c9) is used to indicate how nearly 
constraint c is satisfied for a  valuation 9. This function 
returns a non-negative real num ber and m ust have the 
property that e(c9) = 0 i f  and only i f  c  holds. M ajor error 
functions are the predicate and metric error. In  our model, 
we adopt the metric error function. The metric function is 
mainly adopted for arithmetic constrains composed o f 
arithmetic functions and relations [6]. It expresses con­
straint errors as some distances. Typically, for arithmetic 
equality constraints, it uses the differences between the 
left- and right- hand sides. For example, the error o f  the 
constraint x  =  y  may be given as follows: e (“x=y", 9) =
19(x)- 9(y)j. W hen the domain D  is a metric space with 
distance function dist, metric error function may be de­
fined. A normalization o f  dom ain D  has to be done to 
obtain metric space with suitable distance function.
CHs define the so called comparators aimed to select 
solutions (the best assignment o f  values to particular vari­
ables) via minimizing errors o f  violated constraints. I f  a 
solution 9 is better than a  solution ct, there is some level k  
in the hierarchy such that for 1 <. i<k, g(E(Hi0)) o g 
g(E(Hj0)), and at level k , g(E(Hka)) <g g(E(Hkc)). Cur­
rently, there are three groups o f  comparators: global, local 
and regional comparators. For a  local comparator, each 
constraint is considered individually, for a  global com­
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parator, the errors for ail constraints at a given level are 
aggregated using the combining function g. For a regional 
comparator, each constraint a t a  given level is considered 
individually. There are a number o f comparators defined 
by combining function g  and the relations o g  and <g (the 
symbol o  means equal). The global comparator includes 
weighted-sum-better (WSB), worse-case-better (WCB) 
and least-squares-better (LSB). Due to space limitation, 
we om it the formal definitions o f  these comparators. In 
our model, we use the global metric comparator, which 
aggregate errors o f  violated constraints at each level.
2.3 QoSCH Model
Constraint hierarchy can be well used to express the 
quality factors constraints in a  user defined preference 
level. A nd those constraints o f  each hierarchy level are 
not fixed. They can vary with the non-functional re­
quirements o f  different web services. QoSCH is mainly 
used to construct the requirements o f  each web service 
using constraint hierarchy. It consists o f  two parts. One is 
the functional requirements part, which states the func­
tionality o f  the web service, for example, online booking, 
view transaction history, etc. The other part is quality part, 
which states the quality factors o f  this web service, such 
as security, accuracy and so on. As mentioned in Section
2.1 that not all variables relating to QoS factors can be 
assigned values as mentioned in QoS section, so we will 
use a projection on the whole set o f  QoS factors to con­
struct the constraint hierarchy. In  Table 1, we have listed 
some possible measures for those quality factors that are 
easy to be measured quantitatively. Each web service, 
requested web services or provided ones, can all be ex­
pressed using this model.
Those values o f  each constraint hierarchy will be pro­
vided in different ways. The main means for gathering 
them might be a  requester defining the requested web 
service and providers providing, user feedback and detec­
tion by certain monitor for competitive web services. 
Before constructing QoSCH models for each web ser­
vices, the requester and providers should offer those val­
ues for their constraint hierarchies.
Using QoSCH model, we can measure the performance 
o f  a  web service by calculating the constraint hierarchy 
distance from  the requested web service. This measure­
ment process is defined as following:
1. Construct the QoSCH models for both anticipant 
web service and available service.
2. I f  the functionality o f  the available web service 
meets all the functionality o f  the anticipant w eb ser­
vice, then do the following steps, otherwise, this 
available w eb service is not qualified.
3. Calculate the distance from the constraint hierarchy 
o f  the available web service to the constraint hierar­
chy o f the anticipant web service.
The calculation o f  distance applies the comparators o f 
constraint hierarchy stated in the previous section. To do 
this, firstly, the available service should be characterized 
with the same set o f  non-functional properties with the 
valuation a  for the variables in the constraint hierarchy;
secondly, calculate the distance o f  the value a  from the 
constraint hierarchy to evaluate how far its quality per­
formance is from the proposed web service. In our model, 
we use an error function to define the error rate o f  valua­
tion a to proposed valuation 0, e(6(x)=a(x))=\6(x)- 
a(x))\/6(x).
For example, given a constraint hierarchy, HC = (x <
2 strength 1; y <, 0.02 strength 0.8; z  > 20 strength 0.5} 
and a value a  — {x = 1, y  =  0.025, z =  18}, the distance of 
a  from HC is:
d= 1 x 0  +0.8 x |0.02-0.0251/0.02+0.5 x |20-18|/20= 0.25
Note that, i f  a constraint at the required level (strength 1) 
is not held, then this value should be discarded, the dis­
tance o f  it is meaningless.
However, there still exists another case, that is, some of 
the web services meet the functionality, but they do not 
have a  value for some o f  the constraints. For these kinds 
o f  web services, they are still qualified for competition as 
long as the constraint they miss is not in the required level. 
Moreover, the error rate for the missing constraint will be 
set as the highest error rate, 1. Similarly, if  a  web service 
provides more constraints than the requester required, then 
this will be considered as extra criteria for selection when 
with the current constraints, the error distance is not suffi­
cient for selection, that is, there is more than one web ser­
vice that holds the same smallest distance.
3 Applications for Constraint Hierarchy in 
QoS
Using the QoSCH model will make web services more 
efficient in many ways, for example service selection and 
dynamic service composition.
3.1 Web Services Selection
Given the functional requirements for a  requested web 
service, there m ay be many available services that can 
provide the expected functionality. The only difference 
among them is the quality factors o f  the service. Using 
the m odel we have proposed, we can select a relatively 
optimal service from the set o f  available services. The 
selection steps are:
Fig.1. Web services selection
1. Construct die QoSCH m odel for each web service, 
requested one and available ones.
2. Select those services that m eet all the functional re­
quirements. Calculate the distances from the con­
straint hierarchy o f  each web services selected on
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step 1, select the web service with minimum distance 
(min(dj))(Figure 1).
Here we use an example to illustrate how this selection 
process works. In  this example, the anticipant web ser­
vice is an online payment service. This web service is 
supposed to provide online credit card payments and 
relevant services, such as inquiry about accounts, view 
transactions history, etc. From its functional requirements, 
we can see that the service needs high quality on per­
formance, security, accuracy and so on. Therefore, the 
quality constraint for this service is high performance, 
low cost, low transaction fee, high accuracy, high secu­
rity, robustness, good reputation, high availability and so 
on. The constraint hierarchy on Table 2 is the projection 
o f variables that can be specified with quantifiable pa­
rameters.
Table 2. QoSCH model for Online Payment Service
Table 3. Valuations for constraints variables o f OPSi, 
OPS2andO P S3
With the functional requirements and constraint hierar­
chy o f  the quality o f  this online payment service, we can 
begin to do the selection from a  set o f available services. 
After the first step o f  service selection, there are three 
services left, O PSi, OPS2 and OPS3. All o f them meet the 
functional requirements o f  the online payment service. 
Then we need to compare the distance o f the constraint 
hierarchy o f  them. The constraint hierarchies for these 
two services are listed in  Table 3. In the required
(strength 1) level, response time o f OPS3 does not satisfy 
this constraint, therefore, OPS3 is eliminated through se­
lection. While the other two web services satisfy con­
straints in the required level. OPSt foils to provide the 
value for constraint concurrent transaction, therefore, the 
error rate o f  this item is 1. After comparing with the con­
straint hierarchy o f  anticipant web service and these two 
available services using the global metric comparator, we 
can get the two distances dj and d2 for OPSi and OPS2 
respectively. di=1.42, d2=1.109. d2 < db So OPS2 is se­
lected.
3.2 Web Services Composition
Web service composition is the ability o f  one business 
to provide value-added services through composition o f 
basic web services, possibly offered by different compa­
nies [12]. A composite web service is an aggregation o f 
web services which interact with each other based on a 
process model [7]. W eb service standards, such as UDDI, 
WSDL, SOAP, do not deal with the composition o f exist­
ing services. Many researchers have worked on this prob­
lem ([2], [7], [8]).
In this section, we propose Branch and Bound Web 
Services Composition (BBWSC) by using QoSCH model 
for web service composition. Quality constraints and 
preferences are assigned to composite services rather than 
to individual tasks within a composite service. [7]
The branch and bound [14] composition process con­
sists o f two steps:
1. Find the first composite service that meets all FRs and 
hard constraints. Let the distance from constraint hier­
arch be dj.
2. Try to construct another composite service for the 
same requirements. At each step, compare distance d 
with dj, i f  d  > dj, then prune this branch.
The formal definition for BBWSC is shown as follows. 
Definition.* Let S b e  a partially composed service, i.e., 
not all variables relating to QoS factors have been as­
signed values. Let Var(S) denote the set o f  variable which 
have been assigned values in S. Let Project (H, V) be the 
projection o f  constraint hierarchy H on the set o f vari­
ables V. Use the following algorithm to do the web ser­
vice composition.
S :=  null service; 
d : ~  oo;
while alternative service composition exist do 
S  : = <p
while -^complete (S) do 
S:=  S  © s 
[execute a service composition step by 
combining u s in g  operator © S  with j ] 
i f  distance(Project(H, Var(S)),S) > d  then exit 
d : =  distance(Project(H, Var(S)),S) 
re tu m S
When executing the web services composition, we 




Constraint Hierarchy of Quality 
Factors
Accept credit cards Constraints Strength
Process credit cards response time — 0.1s 1
Inquire about account probability of detecting 
attack=l
0.9




tion amount x 0.5%
0.8
concurrent transac­
tio n - 10000
0.7
bandwidth^ 56kbyte 0.6
cost — $200/month 0.5
OPS, OPS? OPS,
response time = 
0.1s
response time = 
0.1s
response time = 
0.2s
probability of 
detecting attack = 
0.98
probability of
detecting attack = 
0.99
probability of 
detecting attack = 
0.99
error rate < 
0.002%
error rate < 
0.0015%





execution prize = 
transaction amount 
x 1%













cost = $220/month cost = $240/month cost = $200/month
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Now we use an online shopping service as an instance 
to utilize our web service composition. This Online Shop­
ping Service (OSS) is to provide shopping online service 
for an electronic shopping website. This website needs to 
provide customers with a  free online shopping space, so 
that customers can search for their desired products and 
purchase them. Figure 2 shows the elementary process o f  
this online shopping service. OSS needs three successive 
independent web services, Register/Login/Logout Service 
(RLS), View Product Service (VPS) and Online Payment 
Service (OPS). VPS is made up o f two web services, 
Search Engine Service (SES) and Products Distributor 
Service (PDS).
Fig.2. Requirements of Online Shopping Service
The quality factors o f  OSS that stakeholders care about 
are: response time, probability o f  detecting attack, error 
rate, execution prize, concurrent transaction, bandwidth, 
cost, reputation, integrity, capability, robustness. These 
factors are the set o f  variables V as mentioned in the al­
gorithm. So we need to get the projection o f  those factors 
that have been assigned on V . The result o f the projection 
is listed in Table 4. Similarly, we can get the projection o f 
constraint hierarchy for VPS (Table 8), and the constraint 
hierarchies for each service (Table 5, Table 6, Table 7 
and Table 9).
T able 4. QoSCH M odel o f  Online Shopping Services
Functional Re­
quirements
Constraint Hierarchy of the Quality 
of Service
Register Constraints Strength
Payment response time < 0.2s 1
View history probability of detect­
ing attack = 1
0.9
Login/Logout error rate < 0.001% 0.9
Inquire account execution prize 
< transaction amount 
x 0.5%
0.8
Search products concurrent transaction 
>10000
0.7
Accept credit cards bandwidth > 256kbyte 0.6
Process credit cards cost <$500 0.5
Table 5. Valuations for constraints variables o f  RLSi and 
RLS2
RLS, RLS,
response time = 0.1s response time = 0. Is
probability of detecting attack 
= 0.99
probability of detecting 
attack = 0.95
error rate < 0.001% error rate < 0.002%
concurrent transaction = 
12000
concurrent transaction = 
10000
bandwidth = 512kbyte bandwidth = 360kbytc
cost = $50/month cost = $45/month
T able 6. Valuations for constraints variables o f  SESj and 
SES2
SES, SES,
response time = 0.1s response time = 0.1s
error rate <i 0.01% error rate < 0.009%
concurrent transaction= 8000 concurrent transaction= 9000
bandwidth = 80kbyte bandwidth= 300kbyte
cost = $150/month cost = $ 120/month
Table 7. Valuations for constraints variables o f  SES3 and 
PDS
SES, PDS
response time = 0.2s response time = 0.1s
error rate <. 0.012% probability of detecting 
attack = 0.9
concurrent transaction = 8500 error rate < 0.002%
bandwidth = 320kbyte concurrent transacnon= 
10000
cost = $ 100/month bandwidth = 512kbyte
cost = $150/month
T able  8. QoSCH M odel o f  View Product Service
Functional Re­
quirements
Constraint Hierarchy of 
VPS
Strength
Search response time < 0.2 1
Display search probability of detecting 0.9
items attack= 1




bandwidth ̂  256kbyte 0.6
cost <, $200/month 0.5
Table 9. Valuations for constraints variables o f  compos­
ite web services SESi+PDS, SES2+PDS and SES3+PDS
SE^+PDS SES,+PDS SES1,+PDS
response time response time response time
=0.2s =0.2s =0.3s
probability of probability of probability of
detecting attack = detecting attack = detecting attack =
0.99 0.99 lP-99
error rate < error rate <. error rate £
0.003% 0.002% 0.004%
concurrent trans­ concurrent trans­ concurrent trans­
action = 8500 action = 9000 action = 8500
bandwidth = bandwidth = bandwidth =
280kbyte 300kbyte 320kbyte
cost = cost = cost =
$300/month S270/month $250/month
d = 2.164 d - 1.154 -
In this example, there are two anticipant composite 
services, view products service and online shopping ser­
vice. Firstly, let us look at the simple one, view product 
service. According to the definition defined above, the
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first thing we need to do is to find out composite services 
that meet all the requirements that the required services 
needs. There are three composite services that satisfy this 
requirements, they are, Search Engine Service1 and Prod­
uct Distributor Service Engine Service2 and Product Dis­
tributor Service, Engine Services and Product Distributor 
Service. The distances from constraint hierarchy o f  the 
first two services are 2.164 and 1.154 respectively, while 
the third one is discarded, because it does not satisfy die 
required constraint response time. So Engine Service 2 
and Product Distributor Service are the final composite 
services for View Products Service.
There is only one step in VPS composition, so we can­
not see the branch and bound process clearly, now, let us 
look at the OSS composition. Firstly, we find the first 
suitable composite web service RLS i +VPS+OPS i, the 
distance for it from the required service constraint hierar­
chy is 2.958. Then we find another alternative composite 
service RLS1+VPS+OPS2 with the distance 2.409. This 
service is selected as the optimal composite services tem­
perately. The composite services RLS2+VPS+OPSi also 
meet all the requirements. But when we check the second 
step o f  composition, the distance is 2.58(> 2.39), so it is 
prune. Another alternative composite service RLS2+ 
VPS+OPS2 is the same case. So these two composite ser­
vices are pruned before the whole composite process fin­
ishes.
4 Related Work
Functionality and non-functional properties are two es­
sential factors for web services. Functionality is used to 
measure whether a web service meets all the functional 
requirements o f  an anticipant web service, while non­
functional properties are used to evaluate the performance 
o f  the web service. This has been viewed as an efficient 
means to distinguish functional similar web services. 
Quality-driven web service selection and composition 
have received considerable recent attention. Much work 
has been done to take QoS factors into consideration for 
selection and composition o f web service. In [15], the 
author proposed a QoS model which offers a  QoS certi­
fier to verify QoS claims from the web service suppliers. 
This approach lacks the ability to meet the dynamics o f  a 
market place where the need o f  both consumers and pro­
viders are constantly changing [17]. In [7], authors pro­
posed a global planning approach to optimally select 
component services dining the execution o f  a  composite 
service. The proposed approach is quality-driven and 
using M ultiple Attribute Decision Making (MADM) [11] 
approach to select optimal execution plan. But it is not 
very efficient for large scale composite services, because 
it requires generating all possible execution plans, the 
computation cost is high. Whereas, our BBWSC, branch 
and bound [14] based w eb services composition, improve 
the composition efficiency in great extent.
5 Conclusions
m e quality factors o f  web services have become in 
creasmgly important. There are two main aspects about 
them that should be taken into account. One is the qualitv 
factors themselves; the other is the preference extent from 
the web service requester’s view. In this paper we pro­
posed a model QoSCH which uses a constraint hierarchy 
to specify the quality factors o f a web service The con­
straint hierarchy fulfills the task o f  achieving these two 
aspects well. W e also applied QoSCH to web services 
selection and web services composition. For web services 
composition, we integrate branch and bound search with 
the constraint hierarchy model to do this job. In this paper 
w e only focused on those quality factors that are easy to 
be specified quantitatively. There are still many other 
quality factors, such as, reliability, portability, capability, 
etc., which are not mentioned in this paper. These are the 
subjects o f  future work.
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